ACROSS
1. Beloved TV star
7. Give approval
9. Tic-tac-toe victory
10. “See ya!”
11. Fee, fi, ___, fum
12. Part 1 of an observation by 1 Across (three words)
14. Part 2 (three words)
18. Baltimore’s favorite bird
20. Right away
24. Part 3 (four words)
26. Part 4 (two words)
31. You and I
32. Layer
33. Presidential nickname
35. Bygone love
36. Part 5 (three words)

DOWN
1. Bills home
2. In the direction of
3. Child’s delight
4. __-hoo!
5. Lady Byng Memorial Trophy sport
6. Catch some rays
7. Olive ___
8. Shade of green
10. Neuwirth of Cheers
13. Hagar the Horrible’s daughter
15. Oklahoma’s second-largest city
16. Prize money
17. Fragment
19. “Go, team!”
21. Slangy denial
22. Healthy breakfast
23. Overexert oneself
24. Traditional church donation
25. Paradise
27. Bad spell
28. Seek political office
29. Clamor
30. Hit the slopes
34. The Wizard of Oz aunt
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